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INLET
"G"x"H"

ACCESS
DOOR

DIAPHRAGM
VALVE

MAGNEHELIC
GAUGE
(option)

VALVE ACTUATOR
PUSH BUTTON OR

TIMER CONTROLER

BLOWERLESS
SIDE OUTLET
        "I"x"J"

DISCHARGE
8x8 for 6LC to 18LC

10x10 for 30LC&30LC8
2.0x0.188 flange

Quality Air Management reserves the right to change design and specifications without notice.

DRUM LID KIT
(OPTION)

BLOWER/MOTOR

(option)

Higher static pressure blowers also available

Operating Requirements:

For best cleaning, both the process air and compressed air must be maintained at least 15°F above the dew point. Compressed air must be 
below a maximum temperature of 180°F at 85 psig.  For the protection of the pneumatic valves and controls, compressed air for this equipment 
must be clean and have a refrigerant or desiccant dryer at the collector having a low enough dew point to meet conditions of operation.

C

Standard Model w/ Hopper
"LC-H"

Low Profile Model
"LC-L"

E*

F

Hopper and Stand; 6LC-H & 9LC-H sized for 5 gallon pail, 12LC-H to 30LC8-H sized for 45 (55 US) gallon drum.

Blower/Motor (Option):
 Integral top mount industrial

pressure blowers, or, backward
inclined industrial fans,
arrangement 4V, inlet flange
mount, CCW-BH (outlet to the
right side).

 Electrical; 1 - 10 HP,
230-460-575 / 3 phase / 60 Hz
Volts, TEFC.

Selecting a collector based on Fitler ratio
is an engineering mistake. See Technical Bulletin E-002.

BLOWER
OUTLET

DRUM SUPPLIED
BY OTHERS

* To centerline of round inlet, top of rectangular inlet

*

 "Advanced Technology", high-ratio, high efficiency, low (1.5-2.5"WC) pressure drop, 30-40% lower operating cost baghouse.
Built to; ISO 9001:2015 and CWB certified.
 12 gauge hot-rolled steel welded construction, to withstand +/- 20" WG,
SSPC-SP3 power-tool cleaned, zinc rich primer (in&out) and exterior finish coat of Terra Brown (RAL8028) paint, good to 250°F
High inlet leads to large drop out section where the air makes a 90deg turn into the filter section. This prevents abrasion and forces 

most of the dust to drop directly to  the collection hopper, no "can" velocity issues.
 60° Pyramidal hopper provided for dust collection. Optional drum lid adapter available, drum supplied by others.
 Large access door to bag filter compartment with easy to open/close hand knobs.
 Inlet/outlet; round collar for slip connection, or, flanged rectangular. See specifications table.
Automatic self-cleaning, advanced technology "high-ratio" reverse jet pulse, requiring no shutdown for after-pulse cleaning. Pulse 

sequencer supplied in NEMA 4 enclosure. No need to shutdown the collector during a cleaning cycle.
 Diaphragm valves rated at 125% of required flow to ensure proper back-flush volume.
 One full set of bottom removal filter bags and wire cages.
Optional differential pressure gauge with connecting hardware, to monitor filter condition.
Optional supersonic nozzles on pulse pipe to increase cleaning power and reduce compressed air consumption.
Built to North American compliance with EPA, OSHA NFPA standards. Compliance with local codes and standards are the 

responsibility of the purchaser.
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